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Dicota Multi 13-15.6 backpack (D31094)
f / 13-15.6", Polyester, Black
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Price details:
Price excl. VAT: 59.50 €
Eco fees: 0.00 €
VAT 21 %: 12.50 €

Product details:
Product code: D31094
EAN: 7640158663059
Manufacturer: Dicota

72.00 €
* VAT included
Play it safe with MULTI PRO! The notebook backpack accompanies you reliably everywhere and meets the highest
standards of quality, functionality and protection: the fit-all system holds notebooks of greatly varied dimensions, the
durable padding provides excellent 360° protection for your device, and clever functions will delight you in daily use.
The multimedia backpack PRO is modelled after the classic clamshell principle. This design allows the lockable
notebook compartment of the backpack to be fully opened and loaded in a space-saving way. The fit-all system with its
integrated grip strap fixes your 13-15.6'' notebook in place and brings it safely to your destination. The padded
compartment for an iPad or another tablet (up to 10'') protects against impacts and is equipped with an extra-soft Nylex
inner lining. Thanks to the ingenious internal cable routing for powerbanks you can easily charge your mobile devices
on the road. Documents and mobile accessories can be safely stowed in the spacious main compartment. The front
pocket with key fob and insert pockets allows you to organise your personal equipment, and a separate compartment
for your adapter and mains cable puts an end to that tedious tangle of cables. An umbrella or a water bottle can be
stored in the elastic side pockets, making them easy to get to at all times. A trolley fastening strap, the comfortable
riveted handle and ergonomic back padding are your guarantee of long-lasting wearer comfort. More than 20 years'
worth of experience combined in one bag!
Main specifications:

Features
Material:
Colour of product:
Minimum screen size compatibility:
Maximum screen size compatibility:
Shoulder strap:
Handle(s):

Polyester
Black
13 "
15.6 "
Y
Y

Weight & dimensions
Width:
Depth:
Height:
Weight:

325 mm
230 mm
435 mm
1100 g

*PLEASE NOTE: Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained herein. Lasystems makes no warranty expressed or implied with respect to
accuracy of the information, including price, editorials or specifications. Lasystems or its suppliers shall not be liable for incidental, consequential or special damages arising from, or
as a result of, any electronic transmission or the accuracy of the information contained herin, even if Lasystems has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Product and
manufacturer names are used only for the purpose of identification.

